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Introduction

• What is Flocking?

– Coordinated animal motion such as bird flocks 
and fish schools

– Initially described by Craig Reynolds

• Created boids in 1986, generic simulated flocking 
creatures

– Autonomous characters that use three simple 
steering behaviors

• Separation, alignment, cohesion



Examples

• Games

– Half-Life – used flocking to simulate the squad 
behaviors of the marines

– Unreal – used flocking for many of the monsters, as 
well as other creatures such as birds and fish

• Movies

– Batman Returns – used flocking for bats and herds of 
penguins

– Lord of the Rings trilogy – used flocking for the 
movement of the orc armies



Autonomous Characters

• An autonomous agent used in computer 
animation and interactive media

• Movement can be broken down into 3 layers

– Higher level – action selection – choosing goals, what 
plan to follow

– Middle level – steering – calculating the desired 
trajectories to satisfy goals

– Lower level – locomotion – the mechanical aspects of 
movement (includes animation)



Steering Behaviors

• Used to avoid obstacles and to react to local objects

• Produces a steering force that describes where to move 
and how fast it should travel to get there

– Steering force is clipped to a maximum force

• Steering Behaviors

– Seek, Flee, Pursuit, Evasion, Offset Pursuit, Arrival, 
Obstacle Avoidance, Wander, Path Following, Wall 
Following, Containment, Flow Field Following, 
Unaligned Collision Avoidance, Leader Following, Hide, 
Separation, Cohesion, Alignment

• Group Steering Behavior – Flocking



Group Steering Behaviors

• Group steering behaviors – take into 
consideration some, or all, of the other 
characters in the game world

• To calculate the steering force for a 
group behavior, a character’s neighbors 
need to be evaluated

– Neighbors are those characters within a 
circular area of a pre-defined size –
neighborhood radius

• The neighborhood radius is centered on the 
character

– A field of view angle can be used to add 
more realism

• Only sees neighbors in 270 degrees of the 
character’s heading

– Ignore everything else

Reynolds (2001)



Flocking

• Flocking is a group steering behavior that 
combines three simpler steering behaviors

– Separation – avoid crowding local flockmates

– Alignment – move towards the average 
heading of local flockmates

– Cohesion – move toward the average position 
of local flockmates



Separation

• Separation creates a force that steers 
the character away from its neighbors
– This will cause a group of characters to 

spread out, trying to maximize their 
distances from each other

• Separation is calculated by iterating 
through all of a character’s neighbors 
and examining the distance to each 
one
– The vector to each  neighbor is normalized, divided 

by the distance, and added to the cumulated 
steering force

Reynolds (2001)



Alignment

• Alignment tries to keep a character 
heading in the same direction and 
velocity as its neighbors
– This will cause a group of characters to 

move in the same direction and at the 
same speed

• Alignment is calculated by iterating 
through all of a character’s neighbors 
and averaging their heading vectors
– This value is the desired heading and 

needs to be subtracted from the 
character's current heading to get the 
steering force

Reynolds (2001)



Cohesion

• Cohesion creates a steering force that 
moves a character to the center of 
mass of its neighbors
– This will cause a group of characters to 

move towards each other

• Cohesion is calculated by iterating 
through all of a character’s neighbors 
and calculating the average of their 
position vectors
– This value is the center of mass of the 

neighbors, the place where the character 
wants to get to

Reynolds (2001)



Cohesion (cont.)

• Once the center of mass is calculated, the character uses 
the Seek steering behavior to move to that position
– Seek creates a steering force that directs a character to a target 

position

– Seek is calculated by first finding the desired velocity the 
character would need to reach the target position in an ideal 
world

• This value is the vector from the character to the target, scaled to the length 
of the maximum possible speed of the character

– To calculate the steering force, subtract the desired velocity from 
the character’s current velocity



Flocking Revisited

• Separation, alignment, and cohesion works well for flocks but can be 
improved by combining other steering behaviors
– Obstacle avoidance – moves the character away from obstacles in its path

– Wall avoidance – moves the character away from potential collisions with a wall

– Arrival – decelerates the character as it gets near its target position to come to a 
gentle halt

– Wander – produces a steering force that gives the impression of random 
movement through the environment

• Due to a character’s limited view, they can be become isolated from the rest of the flock

– When a character becomes isolated, it will stop moving

– By adding a Wander steering behavior the agent will keep moving even when isolated

• Modifying the magnitude of the contributing steering behaviors will 
give different effects
– Schools of fish, loose swirling flocks of birds, close-knit herds of sheep, dense 

flocks of jellyfish



Crowds

• Crowd AI is very similar to flocking
– The characters need to move in mass while making sure that they 

don’t bump into each other

• Separation – keep a safe distance from each other

• Cohesion – stay near each other

– Other steering behaviors could also be used
• Wall avoidance – keep characters from running into buildings

• Obstacle avoidance – keep characters from running into other objects

• Alignment – keeping the crowd moving in the same direction

• Seek – head toward a specific target 

• Path following – stay on sidewalk or road



Traffic

• Traffic AI is also very similar to flocking
– Vehicles need to move along roads and keep a minimum 

distances from each other

• Alignment – keep the traffic moving in the same direction
– In an urban environment, vehicles need to move along roads in the proper 

direction. Instead of aligning with neighborhood vehicles, it should align with the 
direction of the road

• Separation – keep a safe distance from each other

– Other steering behaviors could also be used
• Wall avoidance – keep vehicles from running into buildings, or off of a 

roadway

• Obstacle avoidance – keep vehicles from running into other objects

• Seek – head toward a specific target 

• Path following – stay on road



Combining Behaviors

• Multiple steering behaviors are often used together, such as in 
flocking
– When combining steering behaviors the resultant steering force must be 

constrained by the maximum steering force of the character

• To truncate a steering force, first normalize it and then multiple by the maximum force

• There are three methods for combining steering behaviors
– Weighted truncated sum – the simplest approach and the one recommended by 

Reynolds and used in his boids simulation

– Weighted truncated running sum with prioritization – provides a good balance 
between speed and accuracy

– Prioritized dithering – another method suggested by Reynolds to reduce the 
computation time of combining steering behaviors



Weighted Truncated Sum

• The simplest approach to combining steering behaviors
– Multiply each steering behavior by a weight

– Sum all the steering behaviors together

– Truncate the result to the maximum allowable steering force

• Has a few problems
– It can be very costly to calculate every active behavior for every 

time step

– Behavior weights can be difficult to tweak

– Conflicting forces can cancel each other out



Weighted Truncated Sum 
with Prioritization

• Gives a good compromise between speed and accuracy
– Each behavior is prioritized and processed in order

– Higher priority behaviors processed first

– May not process all behaviors in a time step

• To calculate the steering force, the behaviors are iterated 
through starting with the highest priority
– After each steering force is calculated and is added to a running 

total

– If the running total exceeds the maximum steering force for the 
character, the force is truncated and processing stops

– Otherwise, the next steering force is processed



Prioritized Dithering

• Prioritized dithering is a hybrid approach which uses probabilities to 
determine if a behavior should be used in the time step
– Each steering behavior is assigned a probability that it should be executed based 

on it’s importance

– This methods requires less CPU time than the other methods but at the cost of 
accuracy

– Will have to tweak the probabilities to get the desired behavior

• To calculate the steering force, the behaviors are iterated through 
starting with the highest priority

– The probability of the steering force is checked to see if it will be 
processed

• If the check succeeds, and the results of the force is non-zero, the calculated force is 
returned and no other active behaviors are considered

• If the result is zero, or if the behavior has been skipped over, the next priority is 
considered, and so on, for all the active behaviors



Spatial Partitioning

• Locating neighbors can become very inefficient with many characters

– Neighbors are located by comparing each one with every other one

• This search works in O(n2) time

• Large speed improvements can be made by partitioning the world 
space

– Many different techniques – BSP trees, quad trees, oct-trees, cell-space 
(or bin-space) partitioning

– By partitioning the space, the search for neighbors only needs to check 
only those characters in the same region

– If characters maintain a minimum separation distance from each other, 
then the number of characters in each partition is finite and the 
neighbor search will operate in O(n) time

– Only worthwhile for large number of actors



Emergence

• Flocking is an example of an emergent 
behavior

– A behavior that looks complex and/or 
purposeful, but is actually derived 
spontaneously from fairly simple rules

• Flocking is also self-organizing

– Structure emerges from low-level interactions



Benefits

• Flocking is an alternative to scripting the paths of 
each character individual

– Scripting is tedious, error-prone, hard to edit

• Flocking is a stateless algorithm

– No information is maintained from update to update

– Each member of the flock reevaluates its environment 
on every update cycle

– This reduces the memory requirement and allows 
flocks to be purely reactive and responsive to a 
changing environment in real-time



Uses

• Using flocking in games

– Unit motion

– Realistic environments

– Realistic unit formations 

– Crowd behaviors

• Flocking adds to the suspension of disbelief in games 
by making characters (animals, monsters, or marines) 
look realistic and coordinated



Conclusion

• Flocking is the coordinated movement of autonomous 
characters in a game or simulation by using three simples 
rules
– separation, alignment, cohesion

• Crowd and Traffic AI are variations of flocking, using the 
same simple steering behaviors in more complex 
environments

• Using simple rules, complex self-organizing systems 
emerge to create realistic and coordinated characters in 
games
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